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Name the             2          
number.
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How many tens          3
are in the number 31?
How many tens are in 
the number 58?

I have 10 pennies.    4
Name the coin that 
would make an equal 
trade.

What is the time?    5 Write enough tally 6
marks to equal 13.

Jen has 2 birds,     7
1 cat, and 3 dogs 
at her farm.  How 
many pets does Jen 
have?

Begin at 17        8
and count to 36.

Are there more   9
trees or cookies?  
How many trees are 
there?

Draw 8 circles.      10 Write the              11
value shown. 
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 How many                  12
bears do you see?
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Dan has 67 candy  13
canes.  Ben has 84 
candy canes.  Who 
has the least?

How many tens   
14
are in the number 83?  
How many tens are in 
the number 59?

Richie has        15
25 cents.  What 
coins could he 
have?

Name the         16
polygons you see.
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There are 2           17
bicycles in my garage.  
How many bicycle 
wheels are in my 
garage?

Write the          18
numbers 14 - 40.

If you have 12     19
blocks, how many 
groups of ten do 
your have?  ones?

My dog, Honey,   20
weighs about 12 lbs.  
Her friend, Harley, 
weighs a pounds.  
Who weighs less?

Describe a time   21
that you used math 
(not at school(

Begin at 30      22
and count to 60.

Which is            23
shorter?
A bookshelf or a 
door

Which part of      24
the square is shaded?
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25 Erin has 4           26
stuffed animals and 
3 dolls on her bed.   
How many toys are 
on her bed?

Name the shapes   27
you see.
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Draw a square    28
below a triangle.

Which number 29
is four more than 
11 and four less 
than 19?

The answer is   30
22.  What is the 
question?

What year will it    31
be on January 1st?
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